Exhibit IV, Period of Service

The phases of work will be completed in accordance with the following schedule:

1. **Complete 2 bridge surveys** of the consultants choosing, excepting final location survey plan, property descriptions and monumentation within 60 calendar days from NTP

2. **Complete remaining bridge surveys**, excepting final location survey plan, property descriptions and monumentation within 180 calendar days from NTP.

3. **PERMANENT MONUMENTATION** and preliminary location survey plan within 60 calendar days after all utilities have been adjusted and the grading contractor has completed grading of the back slopes, subject to the maximum period of time allowed by statute.

4. **FINAL SIGNED AND SEALED LOCATION SURVEY PLAN** submitted within 30 days of Permanent Monumentation

5. **OTHER DELIVERABLES** that have not been previously submitted within 30 days of the Final Survey Plan submittal.

The COMMISSION will grant time extensions for unavoidable delays beyond the control of the CONSULTANT. Requests for extensions of time shall be in writing by the CONSULTANT, before deliverables are due, stating fully the reasons for the request.

The total period of service, including final boundary monumentation and platting, is expected to be completed by December 31, 2028. If construction of the project is not completed at this time, then the period of service will extend to completion of the project.